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leather work, rope and string making, basket work,
gut making, spinning, weaving, dyeing and printing,
woodwork and iron work where the basic work of the
industry is ancient and well understood. Here the main
needs are the teaching of new and better methods, pro-
cesses, and designs, the finding of new markets, and above
all the co-operative organization of the workers. This last
is most important so that their costs of production and of
marketing may be reduced and they may still be able to
make a living in spite of the smaller margins of modern
industry and the increasing competition of the big urban
power plants. There will probably always be a market
for hand-made and village-made stuff, but there will only
be a living in these industries if the villagers are really well
taught and organized and all unnecessary cost, waste and
inefficiency are eliminated. In all industries the depart-
mental experts should be freely and frequently consulted
as they exist solely to help the people to make a better
living out of whatever trade they practise.
There is one important warning. Beware of adding to
the burden of the already overworked women. The first
job of the woman is running the home and bringing up the
children. When she has done that fully and well, she must
be allowed a little reasonable recreation—men are not the
only people whom recreation benefits ! If then there is
any time over, by all means let her practise a subsidiary
industry. In the Punj ab village it is the men not the women
who have time on their hands—particularly in rain fed and
unirrigated areas—and subsidiary industries are primarily
and mainly for the men. It is the men for whom we must
find profitable ways of increasing the family income and of
using up idle time which might otherwise be spent in
occupations that waste the family resources, or which even

